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By Michael Erlewine (Michael@Erlewine.net)

Taken at Ann Arbor, Michigan
I came across these old photos of me back in the day when I was a musician and thought some
of you would get a kick out of seeing these.
In the summer of 1965, the same time the Grateful Dead started up on San Francisco, my
brother Dan and I, along with some friends started the Prime Movers Blues Band in Ann Arbor,
Michigan.
I was the lead singer and played amplified Chicago-style blues harmonica, and sometimes
rhythm guitar. My brother Dan Erlewine played lead guitar, Robert Sheff (Blue “Gene” Tyranny,
today) played keyboards, Jack Dawson played bass (later Siegal-Schwall Blues Band), and Iggy
Pop played drums. You all know what Iggy did later. The band played from 1965 until sometime
in 1971, when it kind of dried up and blew away.
We played all over the Midwest, but also spent the Summer of Love (1967) in San Francisco,
where we played most of the clubs, including opening for Cream at their first concert in the U.S.
(so I am told) at the Fillmore Auditorium.

I was not only the lead singer, but also the manager, the booking agent, and the designer of
most of the band's posters. Here is one I did for the Depot House in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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Sometimes we had to put on our 'rock star' outfits to play a rock gig. Here we are playing in front
of Hill Auditorium in Ann Arbor. Iggy pop is on drums by the doors of the auditorium. Brother
Dan is out front on lead guitar.
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Yup. This is what I looked like back in the day.
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Here is a poster for our band (not my design) for The Living End in Detroit, Michigan. We played
there fairly often for a while.
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Here is the band at The Living End in Detroit. I am on the left, brother Dan on the right front.
Note Iggy on drums.
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This is me again... probably in the early 1970s, since I would not have known about the doubledorje pendant I was wearing before then... I guess.
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And we also sometimes had to wear suits when we played at teen clubs back then. Here we are
at Daniel's Den... somewhere in Michigan.
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This looks like we playing in the West Park Band Shell in Ann Arbor, probably when we played
with Jerry Garcia and jammed together, but I am not sure.
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